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March 2014 Newsletter
by Lilian Mustelier
According to the News, the world is turning at its usual pace. I actually missed a lot of news in February. My FBF and colleague Anita Perez came
for a visit and we were busy exploring Olympia and surrounding areas, as well as working out some spiritual issues pertaining to ourselves.
In my predictions, I saw upheaval in Venezuela several years in a row. I wonder if things were festering to the boiling point which caused, the sadly
under reported, demonstrations in that country occurring now. Food shortages, low wages, unemployment, and crime-rates are some of the
reasons listed. Complaints about Political Corruption is what finally pushed the people over the edge.
The much anticipated Olympics took place and at the same time the coup in the Ukraine was triggered. The reason for this event was that the
people wanted to westernize and separate from the Russian way of doing things, actually they called it the Putin Way of doing things.
As expected both countries insinuate America is at fault.
Back home in America the DEBT CEILING was renewed without incident. I was happy to know the Government Shut Down I had predicted in
January, was actually the one, which happened in 2013 and I was mistaken about my time frame.
It would appear President Obama finally came to terms with the fact there is no negotiating with the opposite party and has started to govern his
own way.
Washington State’s Governor Inslee suspended executions in his state during his term in office and we were very grateful for that.
The weather, as predicted, was unbelievably cruel almost around the world. Earthquakes occurred in places usually not affected and many of us
believe it is due to fracking. In 2003, I aired a show with Dr. Gilbert Jordan, in which we explained one can not remove things from the earth without
replacing it with something. Just like we have an etheric body, so does the earth and everything will surely go haywire with the internal organs.
Allow me to share some of Anita Perez’s photos she took in various places during our Blitz Trip of my town in-between our busy schedule of TV
Shows, Internet and Blog Radio Shows.
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Snow on the tree next to my house
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Spring trying to emerge

Rainbow in front of Barnes and Noble in Olympia
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Sunset at Trader Joe's in Olympia
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Permanent tenants in my living room

Dinner at my house. Buffalo

Fancy Dancer at the PowWow at Squaxin Island Tribe, Shelton,WA.
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That is where you can find me in the chat room on Monday Night 6 PM PST

Camp Quixote was a Tent City, which housed many of our homeless. It was a community which I introduced my viewers to in November
2012. I am happy to see the changes made for our misplaced neighbors.
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The Seattle Times reported
In Olympia, homeless campers moved from a nomadic tent city to a low-cost community of 144-square-foot rental houses.
Why the 2.1-acre, $3 million real-estate development may become a template for homeless housing projects across the country:
http://seati.ms/1oYxyuS
Above, Thomas Reeves helps a friend move in on Christmas Eve.
Photo by Bettina Hansen / The Seattle Times) — with David Condon, Amber Waldref, Ben Stuckart, Candace Mumm, Mike Allen, Kay Bush Bryant
and Jon Snyder.
Just today someone sent me a chart as of how costly rents have become. In WA State one works 80 hours minimum wage, we are, I
believe, at present the state with the highest minimum wage, at $9.32 in the country.
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My company, including my friend Mike, which had came from up North for the winter, has left and things are “NORMAL” for me once more.
For several days, I called friends to check and see how they were doing under the strain of this year’s winter.
A 62-year-old acquaintance told me about his spiritual evolution and mentioned that through meditation he was able to reconstruct his life
backwards to the point he found himself back in the womb and saw light through the lining of his mother’s skin and heard people talk which he was
able to identify. He said he was in the process of understanding his life and what the purpose is.
A 48-year-old friend reminisced with me about growing up and notified me that he was finally grown up. He knows who he is, why he is here and
where he is going. He also said that if people around him were unable to honor this, he would continue his life’s journey by himself, rather than
having anyone hold him back from living his full potential.
Alzheimer and Dementia is rampant, many friends are dealing with that issue as care givers. I was told by a professional, it takes 6 people, repeat
6 people, alternating to properly care for a person with this terrible condition. Don’t be a hero, please ask for help.
Mental Illnesses in adolescence are on the rise at alarming rates. Kundelini Energy manifests in some of us around 41-42. Some of our young
people, especially esoteric inclined young people, sometimes accidentally activate this energy too early. Without professional help this can prove
disastrous. It is said that in early December time portal opens and at times the inexperienced young ones get “STUCK”. Especially Native People
have several names for this affliction. Environment, modified food and diet can intensify these conditions. Please seek help.
2014 will be a strange, unsettling year for many. It will be necessary to pay close attention to our surroundings. People are experiencing
unsettling times in many different forms. Show love for your fellow man, show compassion and find ways to sooth your own inner self.
I was gifted a much needed new toilet. Eager to learn how repairs, etc. work….should there ever be a repeat and need for me to make repairs
myself…. I watched how a toilet is installed. Never thought about it much and I was familiar with the concept of an outhouse. I assumed the
process to be similar in the function of the hole in the floor. To my surprise I learned that it was not the size of the hole, rather how the ring and the
sealer of the toilet fits and is able to be secured…. that counts…..WAIT FOR IT! LIFE LESSON!…. Regardless how tight the actual toilet is
screwed to the floor, if the seal and the hole do not cooperate and have a perfect fit….. eventually you will find that no matter how correct you think
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you aim…..feces remains beneath the surface… your floor and your foundation will crumble from the weight of the POOP.
Love and Light,
Lilian
Here is the story of Anita’s visit
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